Section 1

1. Jake’s ‘euphoria’ – what does that mean? (p46)
2. What does it mean to, ‘make a good impression?’ (p48)
3. ‘His stomach was tying itself in knots.’ What does this mean? (p49)
4. What did Chi say the reason was for Ryan being so mean to Jake? (p66)
5. Write down the meaning of swivelled (p69)
6. Write down the meaning of debut (p86)

Section 2

1. ‘He was exposed by the defence.’ What does this mean? (p93)
2. Why was Yunis so sad when he was sat in his dad’s car with Ryan? (p118)
3. a) If you could star in the film Football Academy Boys United, which character would you most like to play and why?
   b) Which character would you least like to play and why?
Section 3

a) Can you unscramble these anagrams? They are either characters from the book or football related terms, from the book.

SAPS
OBLFLTOA
EKJA
RBLEBDI
SYNIU
VTEES
YARN
INTDEU
LERMAP (CLUE -Look on the front of the book!)
IYCT
STMOZA

b) Write a short book review in your explaining the main point of the story and whether you would recommend the book, and why.
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